Spring Undergraduate Exhibition

March 15–27

SAIC Galleries
33 E. Washington St.
Free and open to the public
by appointment

Monday–Saturday
11:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m.

To schedule an appointment:
saic.edu/exhibitions
exhibitions-saic@saic.edu
312.845.5910

Supported by
BLICK®
art materials

SCHOOL OF
THE ART INSTITUTE
OF CHICAGO GALLERIES
Tap here to see a list of participating students’ space numbers or visit SAIC.EDU/SHOWS.

Street Level Gallery (L1)
Tap here to see a list of participating students’ space numbers or visit SAIC.EDU/SHOWS.
Tap here to see a list of participating students’ space numbers or visit SAIC.EDU/SHOWS.
Tap here to see a list of participating students’ space numbers or visit SAIC.EDU/SHOWS.
Lower Level 2 Galleries (LL2)

Capstone Curated Sections
This part of the Undergraduate Exhibition consists of six curated sections, each presenting the work of students enrolled in a Capstone 4900: Senior Exhibition course. These exhibition linked courses offer students an opportunity to present their work within a curated context and participate in the exhibition making process.